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I. INTRODUCTION 

Cne oi the main conc~pts which is useful in hadron-nucleus 
collision analysis is that of the mean free path A; it always 
has a subscript denoting a particular process. The mean free 
path for a process is related to the cross section a for that 
process; this relation is expressed in section 2. The cross 
section is a measurable quantity and,therefore,the mean free 
path is a measurable quantity too, The intelligent use of expe
rimental data on cross sections, and hence of mean free paths, 
requires understanding of the methods and conditions used for 
their measurement, of the measurement results, and of the li
mitations of the methods and conditions. 

It is not obvious a priori that the cross section for a pro
cess in hadron collisions with free nucleon is the same as that 
for hadron collisions with nucleon inside a target nucleus.The 
question: "What is the cross section or the mean free path for 
a process in hadron collisions with nucleon inside the atomic 
nucleus, e.g., in nuclear matter?" must find its answer prima
rily in experiment, although it must also be confronted with 
aaa1t1ona1 cons1aerat1ons ot a theoret1ca1 or a ph1losoph1ca1 
nature. 

The problem to be discussed in this paper is concerned with 
the methods of experimental determinations of the mean free 
paths for various processes in hadron collisions with objects 
inside target nuclei, and is also concerned with explanation 
of the relations between cross sections for hadron collisions 
with free nucleons and corresponding mean free paths in atomic 
nuclei. 

2. HEURISTIC CONSIDERATIONS AND BASIC DEFINITIONS 

To study hadron-nucleon collisions in detail, it is neces
sary to have a quantitative measure of the probability of a gi
ven collision. This quantity must be one of which can be mea
sured experimentally and calculated in such a way that the 
theoretical and experimental values can be compared readily. 
The quantity that is most often used for this purpose is the 
cross section /1-3/ of a hadron for particular sort of colli
sions. If the nucleons are considered as spheres of radius 
R fm and the incident particles as point projectiles,then the 
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target area, or cross section a, of each nucleon is given by 
a= TTR2 fm2. A spacially limited sample of spherical shape 
of some number of nucleons distributed in a definite manner, 
met usually in nature as the atomic nucleus, we will call nuc
lear matter. A particle which passes normally through a thin 
sheet of nuclear matter of area s containing n nucleons has 
a probability na/s of colliding with a nucleon provided that 
there is no "overlapping" of the nucleons or, in other words, 
thatna/s is small. The quantity n/s,which is the number of 
nucleons per cm2 or the surface density of nucleons, can be 
expressed as pt, where p is the number of nucleons per cm 3 

and t is the thickness of the sheet. For a beam containing N 
incident particles per cm3 moving with velocity v cm/s the 
number of particles passing through the sheet is Nv per cm 2 
per second, and the collision rate expressed as collisions per 
cm 2 per second is equal to nvNa/s=Nvapt; the collision cross 
section is then a= (collisions per em 2 per second) /Nv pt. The 
quantity Nv, which is the number of particles in the incident 
beam crossing one cm 2 of area each second, is called the par
ticle flux. The term "collision" can be replaced by the appro
priate term for any particle-nucleon reaction. For example, as 
may be the cross section for scattering of a given kind of 
particle and may consist of two parts: ap- the cross section 
for elastic scattering, and ai - the cross section for inelas
tic scattering. 
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section as a "target area" and to get a rough idea of its mag
nitude by calculating the geometrical cross section, this pro
cedure must be taken only as some heuristic one. The experimen
tal meaning of the cross section comes from its use as a mea
sure of the number of collision events which occur under a gi
ven set of experimental conditions; values of these cross sec
tions often differ greatly from the values of the geometrical 
cross sections. Under certain special conditions scattering 
cross sections and geometrical cross sections can be related 
directly, and the measured values of the scattering cross sec
tions are then used to determine the size and the structure 
of nucleons. We use later I fm = lo- 13 ern as the length unit. 

The mean free path A for a process is related to the cross 
section for that process: 

A frn = _1 __ . 
pa 

(I ) 

The scattering mean free path As ~s given by A, fm = 1/p·a,., 
and is the path length travelled, on the average, in nuclear 
matter by the particle before being scattered. Relation (I) can 
be expressed as 

2 

A (fm) p (nucleons/frn3) = A (nucleons/frn2) = _!_ , (I') 
a 

where A nucleons/frn 2 is the mean free path expressed in units 
convenient in use when the nuclear matter density p nucleons/fm3 
varies markedly, as it is in fact when nuclear matter 
sheets at various distances from the nucleus center are in 
use/4-7 I. 

Let us consider a particle flux 10 , incident on a layer of 
the thickness dt fm of nuclear matter. The differential inten
sity loss dl due to int~rrc.tions is given by dl = -Ioapdt, 
and so I= 10 e-apt= I0 e-(t/l, a P~ I0e -t/1.. . But, A frn can be re
placed by- the A in nucleons per frn 2, and t fm can be repla
ced by t in nucleons per fm2 as well, and: 

(2) 

Cross sections a for pa~ticle-nucleon reactions are ob
tained in experiments when free nucleons are bombarded by va
rious particles, and can be found, for example, in the well
known CERN-HERA tables/!!/. The thickness t nucleons/fm2 of 
a thin sheet of nuclear matter, on which a projectile particle 
falls on, is known, or can be known in principle, experimen
tally/7,9~ The thickness t, measured in nucleons per fm 2, of 
a layer of nuclear matter which a hadron falls on in almost 
~nv nf h.qrlrnn-nnrl ~11c: rnl 1 i ci nne: i c l("nnT.rn ovnorimt=~ont-!l11 u !lc 

well/9,10/; this thickness is determined by the number of emit
ted nucleons nN of kinetic energy from about 20 to about 
400 MeV or, in particular, by the number np of emitt~d protons 
only of the same kinetic energy, because almost all (more than 
90%) of the hadron-nucleus collisions obey the relation 

nN = TT <p> Dgt (3) 

as it is known experimentally 19•11 - 13/,where 0 0 is the nucleon 
diameter. Because the ratio between the proton Z and neutron 
A- Z numbers can be treated as constant inside atomic nuc
lei/7,14,15/ being of the order of Z/A, formula (3) can be 
written for observed fast protons only: 

n 
p 

(3') 

Let us consider now a sample of any type collisions of a de
finite hadron of definite kinetic energy with a definite target 
nucleus resting in the laboratory system. The sample we should 
think to be unlimited/16/but in practice it is limited sample 
large enough. This sample obtained in scanning of chamber photo
graphs we call later the total sample of hadron-nucleus colli
sions. What is the common feature of the sample obtained in 
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experiments performed using any technique - bubble chambers, 
nuclear photoernulsions, electronic arrangements, when one can 
treate it statisti~ally as practically unlimited one? One com
mon feature can be recognized, and we think it crucial: in 
games of chance in the collision processes we find events 
repeating themselves again and again. They are mass phenomena 
or repeative events; this unlimited repetition, this "mass cha
racter" is typically present in the case of all the events 
under studies. 

The above discussion can be applied to any subsarnple of had
ron-nucleus collision events, containing collision events of 
a specified category, for example - for the subsarnple of the 
collision events without particle production, if this subsarnple 
can be treated statistically as practically unlimited collec
tion of appropriate collision events. But, we are confronted, 
in doing it, with the necessity of discussing populations of 
which we cannot examine every number. In such case the best we 
can do is to examine a limited number of individuals, called 
a sample, and hope that they will tell us, with reasonable 
trustworthiness,as much as we want to know about the popula
tion from which they come. The process of forming a sample is 
strict procedure described in the theory of statistics/16/ and 
we will follow here this procedure. 

It is of importance to emphasize that hadron-nucleus colli
sions in a sample under study are usually collisions of the 
~~.:..~:- .. -~-: :,.-: ::~ .. i~.:.~-.. ~i..:~: ::~-;:-;;~~ ~.·~. ...... .._"!..:.i. :!:L1 :...:.. .. _~, ~--=-6~~~: .... ~:. :.~~.:..:: 

each of the target nuclei is more or less destroyed in the col
lision, in any of collision events identical projectile falls 
on identical target nucleus. But, any target nucleus can be 
tree ted as a lens-shaped "slab" of nuclear matter /'J,IO/, Such 
"slab" should be characterized by the nuclear matter layer 
thickness t at any di51:ance from the nuclear centre, by maxi
mum thickness tmax of the nuclear matter layer, and by average 
thickness <t> of the "slab"; it is convenient to express these 
qua•ttities in units of the number of nucleons nN or protons n 2 2 • p. 
per the area S = 77 D 0 -= 10.292 frn , where D 0 is the nucleon 
diameter. 

In result of the above discussion, we can conclude that 
a sample of hadron-nucleus collision events can be treated as 
a collision of a beam of hadrons h with a layer of nuclear 
matter of the average thickness <t>; in any of almost all 
of the collision events it is possible to determine which was 
the thickness of nuclear matter layer the incident hadron falled 
on. The advantage of using this treatment lies in the possi
bility of considering any hadron-nucleus collision experiment 
as an hadron absorption experiment /1,2/, and of distinguishing 
collision events in which the incident hadron falls on defi
nite nuclear matter layer thickness t. If hadron-nucleus colli-
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sions occur inside a track-sensitive medium, as it is the 
case in photonuclear emulsions or in heavy liquid bubble cham
bers, some of effects caused by incident hadrons in collisions 
with target nuclei can be visible and may be characterized by 
m:asurable q~antities. In particular, the numberN 0 of colli
s~on events ~n a sample can be treated as the incident hadron 
beam intensity 10 in formula (2), and the number N of events 
. b 1 . I ~~ a su sarnp e conta~ning the events in which a given process 
d~d not occur can be treated as the intensity I in formula (2). 
When t in formula (2) is known, A can be determined simply and 
compared with that which follows from formula (1), if cross 
section for appropriate collision of the hadron with free nuc
leon is used in this formula. 

It was not found necessary, in the light of the above-pre
sented considerations, to demonstrate in more detail that the 
relation between the mean free path A for a hadron collision 
with free nucleon expressed by formula (I) and the mean free 
path A from formula (2) for this hadron collision in nuclear 
matter can be proved experimentally. 

We try to perform it and we describe our results in the next 
section. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE MEAN FREE PATHS 
FOR HADRON COLLISIONS IN NUCLEAR MATTER 

Let us observe a sample of pion-xenon nucleus collision 
events, at 3.5 GeV/c momentum of incident pions. If we distinct 
subsarnples of events with definite numbers n = 0 I 2 8 

. • p ' ' ' ••• ' 
of ern1tted fast protons, we obta~n subsamples of collisions 
in which the incident pion falled on the nuclear matter layers 
~f the thicknesses t = n P protons per the area S = 77 D fi frn 2, as 
1t follows from formulas (3) and (3'); the maximum thickness 
for xenon nucleus is 8 protons/S. 

In any of the subsarnple of events with definite n or in 
the subsarnple corresponding to the incident pion bea~ falled 
on the nuclear matter layer of the thickness t=n protons/S, 
two new subsarnples can be distinct: subsarnple of ~ollision 
events with a given np in which particle production occurs and 
subsample with the same np but in which particle production 
does not occur. The number of events in both the subsarnples 
together, with definite multiplicity np of emitted protons, 
corresponds to the number Io of incident particles falling 
on a slab of nuclear matter of the thickness t, formula (2); 
the number of events without particle production in our sub
s~rnple corre~ponds t~ the number I of projectiles corning out 
w1thout caus1ng part1cle production after passing the nuclear 
matter layer of the thickness t, formula (2). 
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To any definite proton multiplicity np in observed colli
sion events corresponds a definite thickness t protons/S when 
a given target nucleus A is bombarded. Thus, for any target 
nucleus a definite average thickness <t> of nuclear matter 
layer can be ascribed. In the case under discussion, I3Ixe nuc
lei were used/17/ for which <t> = 3.5I protons/S, as 5ft has 
been determined /9/. 

We can det~rmine, then, the average mean free path A; pro
tons/S for the particle producing collision, using formula (2), 
where I = 848+29 is the number of events without particle pro
duction, when 10 = 630I+79 pions fall on the nuclear matter 
layer of the mean thickness<t> protons per S. 

We can determine as well A; protons/S using formula (I') 
and the known value for the inelastic pion-nucleon collision 
cross section a;; the value for a; is taken from CERN-HERA 
tables/8/ for pion-proton collisions and it is regarded it to 
be the same value for pion-neutron, too. From the tables we 
take a- = 2I.60+I. IO mbarns = 0.2I S/nucleon. Results are gi-• -
ven in table I. 

It can be concluded that the average value of the 
mean free path obtained from our experiment is almost the 
same as the mean free path obtained from our calculation. But, 
it is only for the average value of the mean free path. It is 
not the case, when we determine experimentally mean free path 
for pion-nucleon inelastic collision using subsamples of events 
when nions fall on thP nnrl P"r m"tt~>r 1 "~'"'.,.. rd' <> -l'?.fi'!'.i.':'2 <:!:i.:~:
ness t = n P protons/S. 

In fact, we can determine experimentally the mean free path 
A; protons/S using subsamples of pion-xenon nucleus collision 
events at 3.5 GeV/c momentum with definite multiplicities np 
of emitted fast protons, using formula (2). Subsamples with 
n = I,2,3 •.. ,8 protDns are applied, when the relation t=np 
i: mostly accurate/18/.In any subsample we distinct the number 
I 0 of incident pions and the number I of events in which the 
incident pion did not cause the particle production. Results 
are listed in table 2. The values of the mean free path A; 
protons/S were obtained using formula (2), with I o, I and t 
from our experiment. It is seen from table - that the measured 
values for the mean free path A; depend on the thickness t 
of the nuclear matter layer, which is meaningless. 

The cause for this strange result can be: a) The numbers np 
of emitted fast protons do not correspond strictly the thick
nesses t of nuclear matter layers; in other words formula (3') 
is wrong, although it is little probable be~ause this formula 
has been proved in our former experiments /19-24/. b) The beam 
pions collide in nuclear matter with constituents of nucleons, 
not with nucleons as a whole. c) Some of observed collision 
events, accounted for the events in which particle production 
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occurs are in fact the events without particle production; for 
example, two-pion events in the final state are qualified as 
events with particle production but, in fact, they may ~e events 
in which incident pion collided inside nuclear matter w1.th an 
object of the mass as large as the pion mass~ ex~erimental evi-
d nces are/25,26/ that incident pions may coll1.de 1.n nuclear mat-e . 
ter with objects of the rest mass as large as the p1.on rest 
mass. 

In order to reject the assumption a), let us measure the 
mean free path As for incident pion deflection through def
lection angles/26/larger than about 30 degrees. It was 
shown/26,27/,in studying the incident pion deflection.process, 
in pion-xenon nucleus collision events without part1.:le pro
duction at 3.5 GeV/c momentum, that two classes of pl.on-nucleus 
collisions can be sharply distinguished: the collisions leading 
to projectile deflection through small def~ect~on angles ~"~30 
degrees and the collisions leading to proJeCtl.le deflect1.on 
through' large angles I80 ~err :;; 30 degrees. For experimental 
determination of the mean free path As , we use the sample of 
pion-xenon nucleus collisions at 2.34 and.3.? GeV/c.mom~ntum 
without particle production in which the 1.nc1.dent p1.on 1.~ def
lected only with an accompaniment by nP. = 0, I ,2, ... ,8 em1.tted 
fast protons. In formula (2) we put as 10 the total.number of 
events under study and as I the number of events w1.th the pro
jectile deflection angles less than or equal to 30 degrees. Cor
responding data are presented in table. 3, where t~te values of 
the measured mean free paths As are g1.ven at var1.ous proton 
multiplicities np. 

The value of the mean free path As determined experimen
tally does not fluctuate by much, it lies practically within 
the statistical errors; in average, it is As = 5.28+0.62 pro
tons/S. It is evident, therefore, that the assumption a) may 
be rejected; the proton multiplicities np reflect satisfacto
rily the thicknesses t of the nuclear ~atter layers, if ex-
pressed in nucleons/S, or protons/~, un1.ts. . 

Let us consider now the assumpt1.on b). The dela1.led analy
sis of the pion deflection angle 8" distribution N(Orr) in 
the subsample of events in which incident pion is ~eflected 
only through an angle e", without causing the part1.cle produc
tion with an accompaniment by some number np = O,I,2, ••• of 
fast' nucleons emitted leads to the conclusion that 126 1: I) The 
observed deflection angle distribution is a result of two sorts 
of deflections - one is due to a multiple scattering from ob
jects of the rest mass as large approximate~y as the pio~ rest 
mass the second is due to a single scatter1.ng from mass1.ve 
obje~ts in nuclear matter of the rest mass approximately ~s 
large as the nucleon rest mass. 2) The result of the mult1.ple_ 
scattering < eTT > is described by simp_le formula < ed' = <8 TT >t 1/2, 
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where <e 77 > is the value of the mean deflection angle per one 
nucleon and t nucleons/S is the path length of the pion in 
nuclear matter; the \'aluP of the <8

77
> corresponds kinematica"!.ly 

to the TT-- collisi·~'n/25/, 
From the information, dbout the pion dcilecti.on phemomenon, 

6iven above, it cannot be excluded that some 2" -pion-nucleus 
collision events cannot be the pion--production-events; they may 
appear in result of TT-rr collisions. But the 277 -events are 
treated usually as events with particle production, and there
fore the assumption c) is not meaningless. We try to show that 
in fact it is the case. As the starting point we take into ac
count that the ejection directions of pairs of secondary pions 
being the result of the TT-rr scattering should be coplanar with 
the direction of motion of the incident pion. 

We would like firstly to estimate the rate of two-pion col
lisions which cdn be treated as the events without particle 
production in the subsarnple of all two-pion events with any 
number np = 0,1,2, ... of observed fast emitted protons accom
panying any of the· rgistered collision events with two pions 
in the final state. Let us, therefore, to select the subsample 
(I the pion-xenon nucleus collision events with the number 
,, & ~ 2 of secondary pions of any electric charge and with 

the number n = 0, :,2, ... of emitted fast protons from the 
sample of 63DI of the any-type pion-xenon nucleus collisions. 
Using this subsample, let us construct the distribution of the 

1 r- r 1 ., • • ., , 

U.Ui.lliUI.-11 Cl.Ll5..Lt;;;.O \Pr; VJ... VU.C UJ.... .:l'CI...VlLU.O.LJ p..LVU.0 J...'-.L..U.L...J..'I/11;.....1.)' L.V '-·U'-

plane containing the directions of motion of the incident pion 
and the direction of ejection of the second secondary pion, 
fig. I. Similar azi1nuth d1stribution of emission directions of 
the emitted fast protons, relatively to the pion ejection plane 
is 3hown in fig.2. Taking into account the properties of the 
proton azimuth angle distributions /28/,we can treate the dis
tribution presented in fig.2 as an indication that some of the 
pairs of the pions, in the subsample of the two-pion events, 
appeared inside the target nucleus, but some of them outside 
it; the passage of a pion inside nuclear matter influence the 
direction of the fast proton emission128~But, it is known/ 22 - 24/ 

that particles, the pions as well, are produced via interme
diate objects decaying after having left the target nucleus. 

From the distribution presented in fig. I, one can estimate 
that in about 46% of the two-pion events the two directions 
of the secondary pion ejection and the direction of motion 
of the incident pion are coplanar. Owing to the properties 
of the proton angular distributions, we can state as well that 
the distribution presented in fig.2 supports this conclusion. 
Therefore, it cannot be. excluded that these "coplanar" two
pion events are not the pion production events but pion-pion 
collision events in nuclear matter. 
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Fig.;. Azimuth <b 77 distribution 
N~orr' ~or the_emissio~ dir:c-
L.l.Ull UL Ulie U.L bt!LUllUctlY 111.UU;:, 

·,! 2 or rr 21 , in two-pian pion-xe
;,,)n nucleu·:: .ollisions a•· 
3.5 GeV/c illomentum with any 
number np of emitted fast pre
tons, relatively to the emis
sion plane of the second of 
secondary pions rr 71 or rr

12
·rr--o 

- incident pion d~rection of 
motion, rr; 2 - the projection 
of the direction of emission 
of the secondary pion rr 12 on 
the plane P1 perpendicular to 
the incident pion direction of 
motion, P2 - the emission plane 
of the secondary pion "21' 
I-N - number of events used in 
the distribution. 

Fig.2. Azimuth 6p distribu
tion N (¢ ) for emission 
d . . P F . f 
J_rect~on n .. an em1tted ast 

.. . ~ . 
. Pl.VLUU tJ .ttJ...dL..iVt:: y LV Llle 

~mission plane of one of 
secondary pions rr 12 or ;;

21
, 

in two-pion pion-xenon nuc
l2us collision events at 
3.5 GeV/c momentum. rr--o'-
incident pion direction 

of motion, o - p emission 
direction of a proton, o -
p'- projection of the emis
sion direction of a proton 
on the plane P 1 perpendicular 
to the incident pion direc
tion of motion, P2 - the 
emission plane of one of 
secondary pions rr 12 or rr

21 
• 

Inp - number of protons 
used in the distribution. 

Using the infcrmation about the number of pion-pion colli
sion events, and regarding them as the events without particle 
production, one can determine the mean free path for one pion 
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Table 

Results of the measurement and of the calculation 
of the mean free path Ai for pion-nucleon collision 
in nuclear matter, at 3.5 GeV/c momentum 

Mean free path 
protons/S 

Calculated using 
formula (1') 

Measured using 
relation (2) 

1.96+0.09 1.75+0.05 

Table 2 

Results of the measurement of the mean free path Ai 
for pion-nucleon inelastic collision in nuclear matter. 
Subsamples of events with various multiplicities 
np = 1,2,3, .... ,8 of emitted fast protons are used, 
which corresponds to various thickness t = 1,2,3, ... ,8 
protons/S of the nuclear matter layers the incident 
pions fall on. I o - number of incident pions falling 
on the nuclear matter layer of a given thickness 
t = np protons/S, I - number of events without particle 
production; I 0 and I are taken from experimental material 
used in our former works /17/. 

np = t 
protons/S 

Ai 

protons/S 

1 

2 

.3 
4 
5 
6 

7 
8 

10 

1120 + .3.3 
902 + .30 
7.31 + 27 
598 + 24 
5.38 + 2.3 
417 + 20 
270 + 16 
200 + 14 

1.37 
78 
5.3 
50 
47 
50 
46 
42 

+ 11 
+ 9 
+ 7 
+ 7 
+ 7 
+ 7 
+ 7 
+ 6 

0.48 + 0.02 
0.82 + 0.05 
1.14 + 0.08 
1. 61 + 0.16 
2.05 + 0.17 
2.8,3 + 0.26 
,3.96 + 0.50 
5.1,3 + 0.70 

p 

Table 3 

Mean free path As for the incident pion collision 
in nuclear matter leading to its deflection through 
the angle ()rr?_ 10 degrees, determined using collision 
events of positively charged pions of Prr = 2.34 GeV/c 
momentum and negatively charged pions of Prr = 3.5 GeV/c 
momentum/27/ with I~lXe nuclei, when particle production 
does not occur but the projectile undergoes the deflection 
only through any deflection angle with an accompaniment 
by any number np = 0,1,2, ... ,8 of emitted fast protons. 
I 0 - number of events with a given proton multiplicity 
np ; I - number of events with the proton multiplicity 
np in which projectile deflection angle ()rr <30 degrees; 
t = n protons/S - the nuclear matter layer thickness; 
S = :o~ = 10.292 fm 2; 0 0 - the diameter of the nucleon. 
Angular distribution of the deflected pions at 2.34 GeV/c 
momentum was obtained by K.Wosinska in Warsaw Technical 
University. 

rr t = np 
Io 

As 
GeV/c protons/S protons/S 

2.,34 1 128 + 11 105 + 10 5.05 + 2.00 

-"- ? q1 + q h? + R '1.?1 + ? • 1 () 

-"- .3 49 + 7 .30 + 6 6.11 + 2.84 
,3.50 1 161 + 1.3 1 .3.3 + 12 5.2.3 + 2.00 

-"- 2 87 + 9 62 + 8 5.90 + 2.40 

-"- .3 4.3 + 7 25 + 5 5.5.3 + 2.5,3 

-"- 4 48 + 7 2.3 + 5 5.44 + 2.0.3 

-"- 5 4.3 + 7 14 + 4 4.46 + 1.60 

-"- 6 46 + 7 14 + 4 5.04 + 1.65 

-"- 7 .32 + 6 9 + .3 5.52 + 2.09 

-"- 8 29 + 5 5 + 2 4.55 + 1.54 

production in pion-nucleon collisions in nuclear matter. In 
fact, our subsample of the two-pion events contains Io = 
= 1202+27 events and in them I = 1202x0.46 = 553+24 pion-pion 
collision events; the remaining 649 events are the one-pion 
production events. Applying formula (2), where as the thick-
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ness t the value <t > = 3.51 protons/S is used /9/, for the xe
non nucleus one obtains: A" = 4.52+0.46 protons/S. 

Let us estimate now the mean free path As,rr for one pion 
production and large angle deflection process together, using 
the subsample of events with nrr S 2. In this case Io = 2460+50, 
I = 1367+37 and t = t = 3.51 protons/S. Formula (2) gives: -
As,rr = 5~97~0.45 protons/S. 

The most accurate determination of the Ai, the mean free 
path for inelastic collisions leading to the particle produc
tion, is achieved when large enough thickness t of the nuclear 
matter layer is applied as an absorber. We use, therefore, the 
subsample of events with the number of emitted fast protons 
np = 8 and any number n t = 0,1,2, ... of pions produced. The 

"-
events from this subsample correspond to the pion-xenon nucleus 
collisions almost along the diameter of the target nucleus. From 
our experiment/17~we know that I 0 = 200~14 and I = 42~6, and 
t = 8 protons/S. In this case, formula (2) gives for the mean 
free path: Ai = 5. 13+0.70 protons/S. 

The values for A:;, A" , A
8

, " , Ai , measured independently, 
are collected in table 4, for comparison. 

One can see, from table 4, that at 3.5 GeV/c incident pion 
momentum the values of the A,. , A" , A "•" and A i are almost 
the same. In particular, the average value for the last three 
values, which can be treated as the mean free path for particle 

Table 4 

Values of the mean free paths for various pion collisions 
in nuclear matter, at 3.5 GeV/c momentum, expressed 
in units of protons/S. A, - mean free path for large 
angle deflection; A" - mean free path for pion collision 
in nuclear matter leading to one pion production; 
As,rr - mean free path for pion collision leading 
to one pion production or large angle deflection; Ai -
mean free path for collision in nuclear matter leading 
to particle production. 

Mean free path Measured values, protons/S 
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5.28+0.62 

4.52+0.46 

5.97+0.45 

5. 13+0. 70 

production, is Ai = 5.25~0.31 protons/Sand the As= 5.28~0.62 
protnns/S. These values can be expressed in units of nucleons 
per S: As = 12.81~1.50 nucleons/Sand Ai ~ ~2.74~0.75 nucleons/S. 
In units of nucleons per fm 2 these quant~t~es are: As = 
= 1.24+0. 15 nucleons/fm 2 and .\i = 1.24~0.08 nucleons/fm 2

. 
The relation between the value of Ai , determined by formula 

(I) using the data on cross section for inelastic collisions 
of pions with free nucleons /8/ (table 1), and the value of Ai 
determined experimentally is: k = 3.00~0.26. The formula for 
determination of Ai from a i, taken from the tables /8/, should 
be, instead of the formula (1): 

A. 
k ( )") --. I a. 

I 

Where k 3.00+0.26, and A. and a. are in nucleons/fm 2 and _ I I 

fm2/nucleon, corre~ponding~y.. . 119_ 24, 291 There are exper~mental ~nd1cat~ons that this rela-
tion is valid for both - for the pion-nucleus and proton-nuc
leus collisions within wide projectile momentum value, from 
about 2 to ahout 1500 GeV/c; various quantities characterizing 
hadron-nucleus collision outcome, calculated using formulas in 
wltich the relation (!"") plays fundamental role, arE in agree-

. · · 1 d I I <J ..• , .~ 2<J 1 

ment w~th correspond~ng exper1menta ata · - • 1
• 

, . CONCLUSION 

The mean free path ,\ i for particle producing hadron colli
sions in nuclear matter, determined by means of formula (1), 
using the cross section for elementary hadron-nucleon colli
sion, does not correspond to the mean free path determined ex
perimentally. The correct relation between the cross section 
a. for elementary hadron-nucleon inelastic collision and cor
r;sponding mean free path Ai in nuclear matter is given by 
formula (!""). Coefficient k in formula (!"") accounts for 
the display of the nucleon inner structure in hadron-nucleus 
collisions. 
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CTpyranbcK~~ 3. El-83-563 
CpeAH~e ceo60AH~e npo6er~ AnR cTonKHOBeH~M aAPOHOB e~coK~x 3Hepr~~ 
B RAepHO~ MaTep~~ 

OnpeAeneH~ Ha on~Te cpeAH~e ceo60AH~e npo6er~ n~oHa B~COKO~ 3Hepr~~ 
B RAepHO~ MaTep~~ AO CTOnKHOBeH~R C ~cnonb30BaH~eM cny4aee B3a~MOAe~CTB~R 
n~oH-KCeHOH np~ 3,5 r3B/c. B~BeAeHa ~ W~POKO o6cy~AaeTCR CBR3b Me~AY 
ceo60AH~M npo6eroM A; AnR Heynpyroro CTOnKHOBeH~R aAPOHa B RAepHo~ MaTep~~ 
~ COOTBeTCTBY~~~M 3$$eKT~BH~M Ce4eH~eM a; AnR Heynpyroro CTOnKHOBeH~R 
3TOrO aApOHa CO CB060AH~M HyKnOHOM. 3Ta CBR3b cneAYIO~aR: A; = k/ a; , rAe A i 
B~pa~eHO B HyKnOHaX Ha $epM~ 2 ~ a; - B $epM~ 2 Ha HyKnOH COOTBeTCTBeHHO, 
k = 3,00!0,26 - K03$$~4~eHT, y4~T~Ba~~~~ npORBneH~e CTpyKTyp~ HyKnOHa 
B CTOnKHOBeH~RX aApOH-RApO. 

Pa6oTa B~nonHeHa B na6opaTop~~ B~COK~X 3Hepr~~ OH~H. 

Strugalski Z. El-83-563 
The Mean Free Paths for High Energy Hadron Collisions 
in Nuclear Matter 

The mean free paths for various collisions of high energy pion in 
nuclear matter are determined experimentally using pion-xenon nucleus 
collision events at 3.5 GeV/c momentum. The relation between the mean 
free path A; for hadron-nucleon particle producing collisions in nuclear 
matter and corresponding cross section a; for particle producing colli
sions of this hadron with free nucleon is derived and discussed. This 
relation is A;= k/a; , where A; is in nucleons per fm 2 and a; - in fm2 
per nucleon, correspondingly, k = 3.00+0.26 is a coefficient accounting 
for the display of the nucleon inner structure in hadron-nucleus colli
sions. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of High 
Energies, JINR. 
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